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Distorting Sedgwick’s Marriage Plot in Hope Leslie 

 

 By naming the novel Hope Leslie, Catharine Maria Sedgwick compels the reader to focus 

on the character of Hope Leslie, since she is the namesake of the novel. Sedgwick is using the 

title of the novel to show how other characters influence Hope and her possible marriage to Sir 

Philip. While the narrator that Sedgwick creates within the novel distributes plenty of praise 

upon Hope, there are other characters around her that have crucial roles in guiding Hope to her 

fate, even though they are not prominent characters. Throughout the novel, Rosa’s main purpose 

is to destabilize the marriage plot that Sedgwick has created around Hope; she is a critique on the 

necessity of marriage and shows the horrors that can follow an unsuccessful pairing. From the 

moment Chapter VIII of Volume I begins, the story takes a swift change from a social war 

between the Native Americans and the Colonists, to a marriage plot, and Rosa’s introduced 

within the beginning stages of this. At the end of the novel, Rosa pushes for Hope to follow her 

fate, which in this case, is to marry Everell. This encourages Sedgwick’s idea that, although 

marriage may make some happy, not everyone wants to get married, just as Esther details in the 

final lines of the novel.   

The first time Rosa and Hope meet, Rosa is disguised as a young man who is “‘Sir Philip 

Gardiner’s slave – or servant – or page – or whatever he is pleased to call [her]” (175-6). The 

narrator introduces Rosa to the readers without stating who she is, although Rosa objectifies 

herself as being a possession of Sir Philip, as that is how he views women. Yet Rosa approaches 



Hope with a sense of purpose, one she had not been able to distinguish since her entrapment by 

Sir Philip: 

…and as Hope glanced her eye at him, she was struck with an expression of 

wretchedness and passion that seemed unnatural, on a countenance so young and 

beautiful.… and [she] said inquiringly, ‘You have perhaps lost your way?’ ‘Lost my 

way?’ replied the youth, in a half articulate voice: ‘Yes, lady – I have lost my way.’ The 

melancholy tone and mysterious look of the stranger, led Hope to convey more than the 

natural import of his words… ‘I will direct you.’ ‘And who will guide you, lady?’ 

responded the stranger, in a thrilling tone. ‘The lost may warn but cannot guide.’ ‘I need 

no guidance,’ said Hope hastily (175) 

 

In this first interaction between the two characters, Hope notices that Rosa’s confession, that she 

has lost her way, conveys more importance than Rosa lets on. Rosa has followed Sir Philip to 

America in pursuit of love, but has been treated horribly by him, and it leads her to save others 

from the future she has found herself in. This is why Rosa has a “melancholy tone and 

mysterious look,” as she understands the gravity of the situation (175). She believes she is the 

only one who can protect Hope from marrying Sir Philip, and rebuffs the idea that Hope can help 

Rosa. Rosa has lost her way, understanding now the naivety she had before with her love to Sir 

Philip, but she tells Hope that “The lost may warn but cannot guide,” meaning she can still warn 

Hope of Sir Philip’s true identity (175). Yet, she must trust that Hope can come to the final 

decision herself, as Hope claims she does not need any guidance, and Rosa cannot force her to 

listen. The narrator points to Hope’s fate, as “Whatever matter for future reflection this interview 

might have afforded her;” Hope does not realize the importance of it at this time (176). However, 

it is implied that Hope was able to recognize Rosa’s warning, and while the shift in the moon is 

“producing startling changes” after Rosa and Hope’s conversation, the naivety in Hope’s mind is 

also shifting to fully distrust Sir Philip (176). When Hope and Sir Philip converse again after 

Rosa’s warning, Hope is “determined to take [his words] only in their literal sense,” and is trying 



to not be hypnotized by his chivalrous manner (226). Hope mainly has Rosa to thank for her 

growing mistrust of Sir Philip, as it would have been considered a prosperous match for a young 

woman to marry a knight.   

 In Sir Philip’s letter, which details his plot to entrap Hope, he claims that the stars will 

guide him and Rosa to their fate:  

‘I cannot rid myself of her – I cannot control her… Even Jupiter, you know, was ruled by 

fate. It is a folly to attempt to shape the events of life; as easily might we direct the course 

of the stars.’ (210) 

 

Sir Philip compares Rosa to the stars, stating that his fate rests in her path, one that he cannot 

control. On the boat, as Rosa and Sir Philip await the arrival of the captured Hope, she looks to 

the sky as she prays, and “… continued to speak as if it were the involuntary utterance of her 

thoughts. ‘How wildly the stars shoot their beams through the parting clouds!’” (337). The 

‘wildness’ of the stars directly correlates to the wild act of sacrifice that Rosa will make, which  

proclaims her fate to herself. There is acceptance when Rosa sees these stars, since her words 

were said “involuntary,” meaning some other force was guiding her words. Where Rosa sees 

shooting stars, Sir Philip is flabbergasted, claiming: “‘I see nothing but this cursed hazy 

atmosphere’” (337). Sir Philip does not see any stars, because they are not sent for him to see. 

The stars are depicting Rosa’s fate, and because of this, Sir Philip has no claim to their presence. 

He calls Rosa mad, to which she responds… 

…with a touching simplicity, as if the inquiry were made in good faith, ‘Yes – betimes I 

think I am mad. Thoughts rush so fast, so wildly through my poor head – and then, again, 

all is vacancy. Yes’ she continued, as if mediating her case, ‘I think my brain is touched; 

but this – this Sir Philip, is not madness.’ (337-8)   

 



In this dialogue, where Rosa is speaking more to herself than to Sir Philip, she has accepted her 

fate, claiming that her brain was filled with the realization of what she must do. She tells this to 

Sir Philip, as the dawning of these thoughts are not madness but inevitable peace, and they tell 

her of the sacrifice she must make.   

 When Rosa believes Sir Philip has succeeded, regardless of her heeded warnings to 

Hope, she realizes her “dreadful purpose” is coming (342). She must destroy the ship, with Sir 

Philip and herself along with it, in order to stop him from trapping Hope into a hopeless life. 

When she realizes she cannot save Hope, she must send Sir Philip “To hell,” as he ominously 

states (336). The narrator claims that this phrase was remembered as something that “pronounced 

his approaching doom” as a result of the “unhappy wretch [being] constrained” (336). The 

“wretch” is Rosa who sent her prayers to protect Hope:  

[Sir Philip] spoke aloud and exultingly, ‘shine out my good star, and guide this prize [of 

Hope] to me.’ ‘Oh! … rather, merciful heaven, let thy lightnings blast her, or thy waves 

swallow her. Oh God!’ she continued, sinking on her knees, and clasping her hands, 

‘shield the innocent – save her from the hand of the destroyer.’ Sir Philip recoiled, it 

seemed to him there was something prophetic in the piercing tones of the unhappy girl, 

and, for a moment, he felt as if her prayer must penetrate to heaven… ‘I thought’ [Rosa] 

said, ‘no prayer of mine would ever go upward again…. Now I pray for the innocent, and 

they part from me winged for heaven.’ She … continued to speak as if it were the 

involuntary utterance of her thoughts: ‘… they may even now be on their way to guard a 

pure and helpless sister’ (337) 

   

Rosa has been entrapped by Sir Philip for too long to allow Hope into his grasp, and begs God to 

“shield the innocent” (337). Rosa’s prayers tell the readers of her plan to prevent the union of Sir 

Philip and Hope, and claims that Hope being hit by lightning or being engulfed by waves would 

be a better fate than one with Sir Philip. The irony in this claim is that Rosa soon becomes 

swallowed by waves after freeing herself, and who she thought was Hope, from Sir Philip. When 

Sir Philip claims he can make Rosa happy once again, she is incredulous, and claims that “‘there 



is no happiness without innocence; if that be once lost…happiness cannot be restored’” (338). 

Rosa, not blind and innocent to Sir Philip’s true identity anymore, unleashes her “womanly 

pride” and declares she would give her “‘poor life, and a thousand more, … to save Hope’” 

(339).  

This is exactly what Rosa does, and Sir Philip is unable to convince Rosa or “perceive the 

slightest conformity to his wishes,” and foolishly believes that when the time came, she would 

“submit to his authority” (339). In a sense, she does, as he begs Rosa to “not falter” and “hasten 

forward,” unknowingly encouraging her to fulfill her fate: 

Rosa did not set down her lamp… She seemed revolving some dreadful purpose in her 

mind. Her eyes glanced wildly from Sir Philip to his helpless victim – then she groaned 

aloud, and pressed her hand upon her head as if it were bursting.… [Sir Philip] again 

shouted to Rosa, ‘Why do you not obey me?’… he screamed, ‘what means the girl?’ as 

Rosa made one desperate leap forward, and shrieking, ‘it cannot be worse for any of us!’ 

threw the lamp into the barrel. The explosion was instantaneous – the hapless, pitiable 

girl – her guilty destroyer – his victim … were hurled into the air, and soon engulfed in 

the waves. (341) 

 

Rosa’s “dreadful purpose” was always to destroy the ship, even though when she first meets Sir 

Philip she was an “innocent babe” who believed Sir Philip when he told her he loved her (342, 

213). When she “betrayed him to Hope Leslie,” she set into motion her fate to remove Sir Philip 

and derail his plan to marry Hope (213). In the scene depicted above, “the hapless, pitiable girl – 

her guilty destroyer – his victim” could all relate to Rosa (341). It is Rosa who destroys herself, 

by first attaching herself to Sir Philip, and then by destroying the ship she is on.  

Rosa is guilty for warning Hope not to love Sir Philip, as she will be as “pitiable” as she 

is. In fact, Rosa tells Hope:  

‘I want nothing else, but that you would pity me! You may, for angels pity; and I am sure 

you look like one. Pity me! – never speak of me, and forget me’ (176) 



 

Rosa begs Hope to pity her, as it will force her to not become like Rosa: “irritable, jealous, 

watchful, and suspicious” (210). It is Rosa who wishes to die, claiming that “death would be 

heaven’s mercy” compared to these traits she now possesses (212). For if Hope were to give her 

love to Sir Philip, marry him as he wishes, she would act exactly as Rosa does. When Rosa’s 

remains are found, she is again pitied as: 

 Poor Rosa’s remains were not  

  ‘Left to float upon their wat’ry bier 

  Unwept, and welter to the parching wind.’ 

Her youth, her wrongs and sufferings, combined with the pleadings of Hope Leslie, 

obtained for her the rites of a separate and solemn burial. Tears, of humility and pity, 

were shed over her grave; a fit tribute, from virtuous and tender woman, to a fallen, 

unhappy sister. (369) 

 

It is important to note that Hope Leslie was key in allowing Rosa to have her right of a “separate 

and solemn burial,” as Hope is the only one who understands the sacrifice that Rosa has made 

(369). Rosa was wept for, something she never considered a possibility when she was under the 

control of Sir Philip: “‘there is nobody to weep for me if I die’” (212). There are also tears of 

“humility and pity,” and Rosa wanted nothing else but that Hope “would pity [her]” (369, 176). 

She completed her task of keeping Sir Philip away from Hope, and this is clear to Hope. By 

knowing that Rosa would have sacrificed her life for Hope, she gave Rosa “a fit tribute,” one she 

might give to a sister (369). The two are connected in a way only sisters can be. They both refer 

to the other as sisters without the other’s knowledge, bridging the deep bond of understanding 

they have for each other. Hope refers to Rosa as an “unhappy sister,” just as Rosa called Hope 

her “pure and helpless sister,” as they both have suffered and struggled (369, 337). Similarly, 

only a sister can make the sacrifice that Rosa made. Hope has experience her own sister, Faith, 

going to live with the Native Americans. She sees Rosa as a sister, because Rosa put Hope’s 



survival above her own, the trait that any sister has. Yet, while Rosa’s sisterly act is pitied, 

Esther is praised for not giving in to the male sex and their tactless views of mankind.  

 The title of the book is simply called Hope Leslie, not banding her with any other 

character, as it is the story of Hope Leslie finding her own personal strength, although Hope has 

guidance to become the heroine. While Rosa is a necessary barrier between the union of Hope 

and Sir Philip, Esther is a barrier between the marriage of Hope and Everell. Hope needs to be an 

independent character, in order for her to fully encompass the message that Esther tells at the end 

of the novel. It is not a coincidence for Sedgwick to have Esther, to have the final say of the 

entire novel. The narrator speaks of the path that the characters took after the conclusion of the 

novel, after Hope and Everell are happily married, and Esther returns from England to simply 

state: 

Her personal loveliness, Christian graces, and the high rank she held in the colony, 

rendered her an object of general attraction. Her hand was often and eagerly sought, but 

she appears never to have felt a second engrossing attachment. The current of her purpose 

and affections had set another way. She illustrated a truth, which, if more generally 

received by her sex, might save a vast deal of misery: that marriage is not essential to the 

contentment, the dignity, or the happiness of woman. Indeed, those who saw on how 

wide a sphere her kindness shone, how many were made better and happier by her 

disinterested devotion, might have rejoiced that she did not 

 ‘Give to a party what was meant for mankind’ (370-1)  

 

Just as Rosa sees marriage as a trap, simply because the only love she ever knew was the 

distorted love Sir Philip gave her, Esther does not regard marriage as “essential” (371). Going 

against everything that is stable in this marriage-driven novel, for Sedgwick to have the “only bar 

to [Hope and Everell’s] earthly happiness,” as Esther puts it, to speak of the unnecessary of 

marriage, is intentional and vital (366). Considering the unhappiness Rosa felt through her 

attachment to Sir Philip, Esther’s last rebellious words show the reader a wave of female 



empowerment, which Sedgwick creates through the last sentence of her novel. The narrator 

speaks about the “truth” that Esther illustrates, meaning that there is no absolute that marriage 

guarantees happiness (371). The imbedded quote within the last sentence of the novel signifies 

the power it took for Esther to derail all that was expected of her from the ‘party’ of men. 

Through this, other women were awakened by Esther’s happiness without marriage, that they 

begin choosing that path for themselves, instead of being stuck in a fruitless marriage, as Hope 

almost had with Sir Philip. This relates to the fate of Rosa, who broke free of a relationship that 

would never cause her the happiness she desired. She was influenced by Esther’s words, 

regardless of the fact that Esther spoke them after Rosa’s death, because the two characters are 

connected through the narrator and Sedgwick’s creation of them.  

 The female characters in this novel are the strongest amongst all the characters, simply 

because Sedgwick forces them to break from the social norm of female standards during both her 

time, and the time of the novel. Rosa falls under the hold of Sir Philip after she falls in love with 

him, causing her misery up until the moment of her sacrifice. It is this experience that she wishes 

for Hope to avoid, asking her not to marry the man that caused her so much pain. A marriage to 

Sir Philip would have been disastrous to the rebellious and independent Hope, and Rosa’s 

character is purposely included simply to derail the marriage plot that Sedgwick takes the time to 

create. Esther’s declaration in the last paragraph of the novel illustrates what Rosa was trying to 

prove, that marriage could be responsible for the misery of women. Without it, women have the 

opportunity to be free and choose a future for themselves, and not be under the constant 

constraints of a man.  
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